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Chapter 1

A brain’s hole tale

Future intelligent life in our universe would have but
one remaining option: to inject enough information
into a new universe to recreate our civilization on the
other side of the wormhole.

Michio Kaku - “Parallel Worlds”

This is a tale of an ordinary man with ordinary thoughts. But
something extraordinary happened to those thoughts, although no
one really ever noticed. How do I know about it then, it doesn’t
really matter. The name of the man doesn’t really matter either,
but let’s call him Ebwhe, or just Eb for short.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 2

Par-cell

The tragedy of old age is not that one is old, but
that one is young.

Oscar Wilde - “The Picture of Dorian Gray”

This is the story of Boddes, a man who had to fight his own
body in order to achieve his ultimate goal in this universe: to live
a humble life.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 3

God herself

One of the truly bad effects of religion is that it
teaches us that it is a virtue to be satisfied with not
understanding.

Richard Dawkins - “The God Delusion”

This story is about the origin of all things, and about a particular
woman turned into a goddess who wasn’t interested in becoming
one.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 4

Luck magnet

I’m a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I
work, the more I have of it.

Thomas Jefferson

This is the tale of Jimbo, a truly lucky man, or so everyone
thought. All his wishes could have become true, if only he had
wished for something. Some people get what they deserve, while
others get what others deserve. And some others, they just don’t
care. But let me tell you Jimbo’s story, and leave the morale to
the reader’s judgment.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 5

Dark Ages

Shall pain help me reach completeness?

KOS-MOS in Xenosaga

Without the proper care, magic can be a dangerous thing. Even
experienced witches can get burnt after abusing fire spells. Apart
from these dangers, the black mage in our story suffered the con-
sequences of casting her spells in a world that was not in need of
them.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 6

Cat interlude

Dogs have Masters. Cats have staff.

Anonymous

Have you ever paid attention to cats’ lives? Cats have their own
dramas, and humans participate in some of these. Since the lifes-
pan of a human is longer than that of a cat, a single human can
witness many cat dramas during his or her lifetime. This story is a
recollection of some of such dramas.

6.1 The lazy, the wild, and the cute

Meeo walked slowly to the kitchen. It was boring there without
mum. But he hoped mum had left some milk for him before leaving
the apartment. Unfortunately, no food was left in his plate. He
suspected they had decided to put him on diet, but he couldn’t
complain, since Meeo wasn’t exactly earning his food. In any case,
maybe Erva, mum’s daughter, didn’t know anything about the diet.
She was absent-minded most of the time, so there was a chance
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that she had missed what her mum could have told her about the
diet.

It was Meeo’s change to get to eat something before dinner, still
a couple of hours ahead. So he went to Erva’s room and squeezed
in the half-opened door. As usual, Erva was in front of her screen,
which emitted a colored light that made her face look funny in the
dark. The window blinds were closed.

Meeo meowed to Erva, but she ignored the hungry cat. Meeo
rolled on the floor, and meowed again. But this young lady was
busy with her game. This needed extra exercise. Exercising was
not a good idea, since it would probably make him hungrier, but
you have to risk it to get the biscuit!

So Meeo jumped to Erva’s bed, and from there, he jumped to
a book shelf. He needed a lot of concentration in order not to
drop any book. He walked slowly along the shelf, and then jumped
down to Erva’s screen. Erva gave him a startled look. At last!

Meeo meowed again, and Erva got lost for a while in her cat’s
beautiful green eyes. Then, she stood up, grabbed him, and put
him to rest on her lap, while she seated again. She caressed Meeo’s
black hair, and resumed playing. Meeo gave up asking for food.
He decided to take another nap instead.

Life was a bit boring for Meeo, but he didn’t care that much.
He enjoyed lazing around. That didn’t mean he didn’t go out. He
learned how to squeeze himself out from an open in the window of
the kitchen.

One night he decided to go for a walk to the park. A cute meow
caught his attention. It came from up some tree. He climbed up
and found a beautiful female cat resting on a branch. Her fur was
the same brown of acacia honey, and her eyes were sparkling gray,
reflecting the moon. Her name was Honeymeeoon.
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Honeymeeon had once been a house cat, but her family kicked
her away one day when she started hunting birds and mice, and hid
them under beds. She didn’t care that her family got tired of her,
since she enjoyed living in the park anyway. The only problem was
that it was not allowed to feed cats in the park, so she had to live
exclusively on the stuff she hunted. She had started it as a sport,
but she had never expected she had to eat those disgusting birds
and other small animals in order to survive.

Meeo felt in love with Honeymeeoon and her wildness. From
that day on, he would go to the park at night and flirt with her. He
would bring her some of his own food, which Honeymeeoon seemed
to enjoy very much. Since Meeo was already on a diet, that food-
sharing meant he would lose weight even faster, but being lighter
was good for climbing Honeymeeoon’s tree.

One day, the cat couple had a baby cat. Honeymeeoon was
expecting two kittens, but unfortunately one of the kittens was born
dead. Maybe because it was Honeymeeoon’s first pregnancy, or
maybe because she had not enough energy to nurture two kittens,
or probably a combination of both reasons.

In any case, Meeo wanted to protect their only baby cat, but
soon it was clear that they couldn’t feed him properly. So Meeo
came up with an idea. He knew people loved baby cats, so he
shouldn’t have much trouble to find a nice place for their kitten. If
it was a place in the neighborhood, they could probably check on
him from time to time.

One day Meeo grabbed his kitten from the neck and took him to
Meeo’s neighbor’s kitchen window. His neighbor was a guy called
Jim, a very nice guy that lived alone, so Meeo figured out he would
enjoy the company of a small kitten.

Meeo knocked on the window and left his kitten there. Meeo
observed from some distance as Jim let the kitten in, and Meeo
felt relieved. Cuteness is a powerful ally, he thought.
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6.2 The jealous

Nyam was abandoned by their parents at a young age. One day,
his father left him in some guy’s apartment, and this guy was quick
to give Nyam to some other person. Fortunately, this person was
a lovely woman who was very fond of cats, so Nyam got all the
attention that he needed. She was the one to give Nyam his name
too.

Everything was perfect for Nyam living with that lady. During
the day, he would play with his toys, and eat all what he wanted.
At night, he was caressed by his owner before she went to sleep.
Moreover, she let him sleep on her bed if he felt like doing so.

But after a few years of happiness, something unexpected hap-
pened. The lovely lady adopted another cat, a cute female white
angora kitten with deep blue eyes. She named her new cat Snowwhite.
The lady would give Snowwhite some of Nyam’s toys so she could
play. Even though Nyam hadn’t been interested in those toys for
long, he didn’t exactly enjoy watching this cat playing with them.

Nyam started biting Snowwhite whenever she tried to play with
his toys. He would also secretly drink some of the milk from her
plate, and then spill the rest to the floor. He hoped that the lady
would get angry at Snowwhite, but the lady apparently didn’t seem
to give importance to these incidents.

One night the lady took Snowwhite to her room and let the
kitten sleep on her bed. This made Nyam very angry, so he sneaked
in the room in the middle of the night, jumped onto the bed next
to Snowwhite, and peed there. Unfortunately, Snowwhite suddenly
woke up, and startled by Nyam’s presence, she jumped back, falling
next to the lady’s face. Her tail made the owner’s nose feel itchy,
and she finally woke up with a high-pitched sneeze. Both cats
looked at her with glowing big eyes in the dark, caught in the act.

The lady had already realized that Nyam was getting increas-
ingly jealous. She liked Snowwhite very much, but she decided it
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would be easier to find a new home for Snowwhite now that she
was still a small kitten.

And that’s what happened. She found a nice loving home for
Snowwhite, and she refrained herself from buying any more cats.
And since cats are simple beings, Nyam didn’t feel any remorse for
what had happened. And so Nyam lived happily forever after.

6.3 The bullied

The earliest memory of Snowwhite was a nightmarish transparent
plexiglass box surrounded by people peeping from outside. The box
was hot at times, and incredibly cold some other times. She just
wished she could leave that place forever.

One happy day, a lady rescued Snowwhite from her prison, that
torture plexiglass box, and took her to a nice apartment, full of toys
and delicious food. But there was another cat in the apartment,
Nyam, and this cat hated Snowwhite. She didn’t understand the
reason for this hatred. Why was she bitten and painfully scratched
by Nyam day after day?

Snowwhite learned to be scared by the sole presence of Nyam.
She even had nightmares during her sleep. One night that she
thought she could be safe, protected by the nice lady in her bed,
Nyam broke into the room. When she opened her eyes and found
him there, she was suddenly terrified. She jumped and stepped on
the poor lady’s face. Snowwhite panicked when the lady woke up.

Snowwhite might have done something really bad during her
stay in that house, because one day the lady decided to get rid of
her. Maybe it had been the incident on the lady’s bed. She should
have been careful not to wake the lady up. She felt very miserable
at first, but the lady found for her a really loving human family. It
was two men living together that treated Snowwhite like their own
kid.

Even though the gay couple was very careful to treat Snowwhite
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with all the care, Snowwhite was always wary of the unexpected.
But the years passed and it was obvious that the love of these guys
to their cat was real. Snowwhite opened her heart bit by bit, and
in the end she couldn’t even stand staying home alone when they
went to work.

Snowwhite still had some nightmares from time to time. It was
mostly a recurrent dream where another cat entered their house and
took over Snowwhite’s place, after kicking her badly. Fortunately
for her, that dream never came true, but she felt in a similar danger
when a baby boy was brought into their house. She had no idea
whose baby was this, but it was clear they were going to raise him
as their own child.

When the kid started to grow up, he started to gain interest in
Snowwhite as a toy. He tried to grab her from the tail, and she
always ran away terrified. She avoided the kid all the times, and
started having her nightmares more often than before.

Since she couldn’t sleep properly, she started to go out at nights.
The guys might have put some weird stuff in her milk, because some
nights she felt she was becoming hyperactive. One crazy night, she
even slept with another cat. And then, one day, she realized she
was pregnant.

Snowwhite was ashamed of her pregnancy, and she tried to
avoid the guys at home. When they eventually realized, she couldn’t
look at them in the face. However, the guys seemed to be happy
about the news, since they started celebrating. Snowwhite felt
relieved.

And so one day she gave birth to two baby cats, Meep and
Beep, both with funny black and white stripes and pale blue eyes.
The young boy of the house was delighted with the kittens, and
Snowwhite worried that something could happen to her kittens.
She didn’t let her kittens get close to the kid, but eventually the
kid took the kittens by himself away from Snowwhite to his room.
Snowwhite was too terrified of the kid to try rescuing her Meep
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and Beep. But as it turns out, the kittens didn’t need any rescue.
Meep and Beep loved playing games with the kid.

Eventually, Snowwhite herself started liking the kid too. With
age, she relaxed and let everyone in the house get close to her and
caress her. She realized how happy she could have lived if she had
just forgot her frights a few years earlier. Her nightmares were
gone, and the only recurrent dream she had was her rolling around
on the floor surrounded by the guys, their kid, and her kittens.
That was also the dream she had when she died peacefully in her
sleep one warm sunny Sunday.

6.4 The patient

Beep had two brothers, a small cat like him called Meep, and a big
human brother called Teeqm. Beep loved playing with his broth-
ers. Teeqm would prepare all kind of tricks with their toys, and
Beep and Meep jumped around trying to catch things that sud-
denly disappeared in midair, or running after pieces of metal that
made weird sounds and lighted up in different colors whenever they
were touched.

However, the fun didn’t last forever. Worst, it was replaced by
sadness one day that Teeqm left their house. Beep meowed all day,
and Teeqm’s parents may have realized what was wrong with the
cat because one day Teeqm came back, only to take Beep away
with him. Beep wouldn’t see his brother or his mother again, but
he felt he had an important task to do for his big brother.

Teeqm’s apartment was small, but enough for a cat like Beep.
They were still very close together, and Teeqm would always play
with him when he came back from work. He also let Beep sleep in
his bed whenever Beep meowed insistently enough, and prepared
delicious foods that shared with Beep from time to time.

During the day, Beep would go out and check the neighborhood.
They had a neighbor who used to leave the window of her kitchen
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open, and Beep sometimes peeped inside, just to enjoying some
delicious smells, while standing outside. The neighbor eventually
realized she had a cat spy, but she smiled at the cat and let the
windows open anyway. However, she never let Beep in. Not that
Beep ever tried to get in, anyway.

One night Teeqm went to sleep without playing games with
Beep. He must have been very tired, Beep thought. The cat
went to his own small bed, and took some rest too. The next
morning, Beep woke up earlier than Teeqm. This was no surprise,
since humans can sleep for long hours. However, hours passed and
Teeqm was not waking up.

Beep jumped onto Teeqm’s bed. He meowed loudly, but Teeqm
didn’t wake up. He tried to wake him up by putting his paw on
his face, but Teeqm didn’t react. Beep started to get nervous. He
jumped around and meowed and meowed in a sad pitch. He stayed
there a couple of hours more, but Teeqm was not moving at all.

Beep became desperate. He jumped outside, and run in a flash
to their neighbor’s window. She was preparing dinner, with the
window opened as usual. Beep meowed and meowed, and the
woman gave the cat a puzzled look. She thought the cat may be
unusually hungry, which in fact was true, so she offered him some
milk in a plate. But Beep didn’t even look at it when she put it
next to the window. Beep needed to take desperate measures, so
he jumped in the kitchen and ran for the apartment’s door.

The woman gasped, startled by this sudden move of the cat.
Then, she reacted and followed the cat. Beep had stopped at the
apartment’s door. The lady opened the door, and Beep stepped
outside, looked back at the woman, and gave a desperate meow
again. Then, he ran to the door of his own apartment. He stayed
there meowing and meowing. The woman gasped again. She knew
her neighbor Teeqm and his cat, and she finally realized the cat
might have been trying to say that something had happened to
Teeqm.
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Thanks to the lady and Beep’s efforts, Teeqm was taken to a
hospital to receive treatment. He still didn’t wake up. The lady
took care of the cat, but Beep meowed all day long, and some of
the other neighbors complained. It was clear to the lady that the
cat wanted to meet his owner. Luckily for Beep, the lady was in
fact a nurse that worked at the very same hospital where Teeqm
was hospitalized, and she got a special permit to bring the cat to
Teeqm’s room.

Teeqm had been in some unknown comma for months, so they
had moved him to a special room for long-term stays. The hospital
agreed to let his cat in the room, since the nurse insisted it could
have a positive influence in the patient’s recovery. So Beep finally
met Teeqm after months. He looked peaceful in his sleep, and
Beep felt relieved.

Years passed, and Beep never left that hospital room. He was
fed by the nice nurse that had taken care of both him and Teeqm.
She even let Beep to sleep next to Teeqm in his bed at times. Beep
always fantasized that when he would wake up the following day,
Teeqm would be already awake too. But that day never came.

From time to time, Teeqm’s parents would visit him, and ca-
ressed Beep for a while. Beep felt like crying all these times, be-
cause of the warmness of their hands. In contrast, Teeqm’s hands
were cold and inanimate. Despite that these visits helped Beep to
stay strong, he got thinner bit by bit.

Eventually, Beep grew old and tired. One day, he felt his time
to sleep had come too. He curled himself next to Teeqm in the
bed. He slowly closed his eyes, while looking at his master. Would
it be him of would it be his big brother the one who would wake
up first? There was no way for him to know.


